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Former Army Ranger Jake Rivers went to Kelton College for an education, but his lack of political correctness makes him a target. When a brutal gang of marauders invade the main hall, taking students hostage for big-money foreclosures, Jake recruits his classmates to fight back -- William W. Johnston is the New York Times and US
Today bestselling author of more than 300 books, including the MOUNTAIN MAN series; PREACHER, THE FIRST MOUNTAIN MAN; MCCALLISTER; LUKE JENSEN, BOUNTY HUNTER; FLINTLOCK; THESE JENSEN BOYS; A BORDER GUARD; LEGEND OF PERLEY GATES, THE CHUCKWAGON TRAIL, FIRESTICK, SAWBONES
AND WILL TANNER: DEPUTY U.S. MARSHAL. His thrillers include BLACK Friday, TYRANNY, STAND YOUR GROUND, DOOMSDAY BUNKER, AND TRIGGER ATTENTION. Visit his website www.williamjohnstone.net email him dogcia2006@aol.com.   Being an all-around assistant, typist, researcher, and fact-checking one of the
most popular Western authors of all time, J.A. Johnstone learned from the master, Uncle William W. Johnstone.     He started teaching VA at an early age. The after-school hours were often spent re-examining manuscripts or exploring its massive American library of Western history, as well as more modern wars and conflicts. Jay A.
worked hard and studied.   Every day with Bill was an adventure story in itself. Bill taught me everything he could about the art of storytelling. Keep historical facts accurate, he said. Remember the readers, and as your grandfather once told me, I tell you now: be the best J.A. Johnstone you can be. © 1996-2020, Amazon.com, Inc o
afiliados. Todos los derechos reserves. JOHNSTON. WHERE OTHERS ARE AFRAID TO STEP. From the authors of the bestselling Bunker of Doomsday, Black Friday, and Standing on the Ground comes the explosive history of college siege, and freedom under fire . . . POLITICAL CORRECTNESS won't save you Former Army Ranger
Jake Rivers is not your typical Kelton College student. He is not spoiled, not rested, or ultra-lib like his classmates who mock the soldier boy.  Rivers are not run by microaggressions. He is not outraged by the male privilege and cisgender bathrooms. He doesn't need a safe space. Or coloring books. Jake needs an education. And when
terror strikes, the school needs Jake . . . Without warning, the sound of gunfire plunges the campus into a war zone. A violent gang of looters invades the main hall, taking students hostage for a lot of ransom money. As a veteran and patriot, Jake will not succumb to their demands. But to fight back, he needs to recruit his classmates to
school these special snowflakes in the not-so-liberal art of war. This time the aggression is not micro. It's life or death. And only the strong survive... Live Free. Read Hard.Genre: Thriller-Like Books другие авторыМай Отец Луна (Вера Райт Трилогия, книга 1)Элизабет Джолли Используется доступность для Триггер
Предупреждение Уильяма У Джонстона октября 2018 : США Библиотека BindingTitle: Триггер ПредупреждениеАвтор (ы): Уильям W JohnstoneISBN: 1-68324-948-948-8 / 978-1-68324-948-1 (США издание) Издатель: Стерлинг Тайна SeriesAvailability: Amazon Amazon Великобритании Amazon CA Amazon AU августа 2018 :
США Массовый рынок Мягкая обложкаTitle: Триггер WarningAuthor (ы): Уильям W Джонстон, J A JohnstoneISBN: 0-7860-4050-5 / 978-0-7860-4050-6 (издание США)Издатель: PinnacleAvailability: Amazon Amazon UK Amazon CA Amazon AU Август 2018 : США, Канада, Великобритания Kindle editionTitle: Trigger
WarningAuthor (ы): Уильям W Johnstone, J A JohnstonePublisher: Pinnacle BooksAvailability: Amazon Amazon Великобритании Amazon CA Так полное раскрытие информации, я бы даже не знал, эта книга существует (и, вероятно, было бы лучше для этого), если моя королева Дженни Николсон не сделал обзор на нем.
Я знал около 2 минут в ее обзор that I had to read this book for myself because there was no way it was real. There was no way that such a book was really real. Spoiler alert: it's real. And I kind of hit between this being the best comedy I've read in years, or the most ineffective racist/sexist rhetoric and propaganda So full disclosure, I
wouldn't even know this book existed (and probably would have been better for that) if my queen Jenny Nicholson hadn't done a review on it. There was no way that such a book was really real. Spoiler alert: it's real. And I kind of hit between this being the best comedy I've read in years, or the most ineffective racist/sexist rhetoric and
propaganda I've ever experienced. I present to you all, I once wondered what reading Fox News would feel like. Now you can confirm as scary as having to listen to a couple of minutes of it at the gym while I fumble TV control to try and get to TNT for my Supernatural at 6am. With even more disclosure, I think, because it's a politically
charged book, I suppose it's only fair to say that I'm a registered Democrat and I'm pretty liberal overall. You know, I believe that people should be able to feed their children and make more than $12 an hour and marry whoever they want and use whatever bathroom they want. Basic human things. But I also think there's a better way to
write a book from a more conservative perspective than what's being proposed here. I think there is a skillful way to make a point with literature, no matter what this moment, with subtlety and nuance, things a good writer has in his arsenal. Apparently Jonstone is a very prolific writer in the Western genre, at least according to Goodreads.
Can anyone confirm in these these that he's a decent writer? Or he'll just lose his balls for this book, and turn into a Conservative land lord and go ham with pointless cinged suggestions, snippets that don't make sense, paragraphs that don't have a common theme, characters that seem to be defined by their political position, not ...
personality, vocabulary, which is taught in elementary school, and the general writing skills of someone who is more used to angrily writing comments under SJW videos on YouTube rather than the actual author. Because my Goodness, sorry for this topic, Johnston is just a bad writer in this book. He's just awful. He will do this strange
thing where he will lead the reader down the train of thought, setting them up for waiting and winning, only for the narrative thread to suddenly fall off as it meant nothing. The paragraphs don't flow smoothly into each other. They lack cohesion. Chapters rarely feel like they are meant to be read back-to-back, and in these chapters, content
is introduced, reset, re-presented, and incoherently presented in such a chaotic way that I swear to God I might get confused going from point to point. In general, writing in this book is more than just bad. It's absolutely awful. How could Johnston even think about making an argument without the basic skills needed to do so? I wanted to
go through and rework this book. I wanted to rewrite parts of it so I could keep an eye on what was going on. And most of all, I was disappointed that I couldn't be the smug bitch I wanted to be with this book. Because making fun of this book would be like making fun of a child with special needs. You can't do that. It's not cool. And it is
obvious that William Johnston writes that he has special needs. I think what I can say about the content of the book is that it is very, HIGHLY offensive from a human point of view, not to mention political. The book is filled with extreme misogyny. Presented by women as fickle, ignorant, manipulative, or often fragile and easily abused. The
author takes special care to emphasize how women want to be protected from a big, bad world, but also want to protect themselves, as they dare to make their cake and eat it too! How, does it feel like the author is personally offended that women don't need men to keep doors open for them anymore? (I'm totally into that though. just
saying. I think it's sexy as hell when my date holds the door for me. Oh no guys! I'm no longer a special snowflake! feminists kick me out of their club now!) The author is also extremely racist from time to time. There's a lot of Fox News/Trump rhetoric about people of color and what a threat they are, or how they are terrorists. I assume
that this very white author gets into the camp of people who believe that Mexicans facing the border are going to take his job! you know take all those coveted jobs in in collecting strawberries that white Americans are just lining up to fight for. The author often seems to try to mask his own racism by passing it on to the main character,
Jake, but the author is about as successful with this as making me believe that this author has never been to college and knows what it really is. I just... I don't know what to do with the contents of this book. I think it's more than fair for someone to disagree politically. And it's more than fair to argue for your own on the platform of your
choice. But this book is thinly veiled racism and sexism. It's rousing fear, and tasteless, and to be honest, I'd probably be very, very if I identified a conservative. I'd probably go for blood if this idiot represented my political party anyway, and confused things so badly, it's unclear if it's just pre-Nazi rhetoric, or satire from a troll. (Is it trolling?
This book is classless and trash-free, and we didn't even get to the plot of a book that includes filming on campus. Which, I must point out, is handled so badly and so offensively that I feel like I personally have to apologize to everyone who has had to endure the failure of gun control, or the loss of a family member because of such a
tragedy. Because this author uses shooting at school as a tool to shake people's finger and say, you see, if you hadn't coddle your kids so much, they wouldn't be bullet sponges. Because that's how it works in real life. Do you want the bullets to bounce off you? Don't let your sons do girly things like playing with dolls or wearing pink. Want
your daughter not to end up being shot when a disgruntled male student with psychological problems turns the gun on the classroom? Teach her not to be a whore and tempt men! (You know what you hear on Fox News every night). I decided that I should have read this book because I wanted to laugh. I wanted to spend a lazy Sunday
afternoon laughing at people, easily triggered by the idea of other people, easily triggered. Sometimes it's fun to laugh at idiots. But I ended up just being disturbed, and unresolved, and saddened along the way. Politics is hard to handle sometimes. You don't want to offend people, but you also don't want to back down. You don't want the
situation to be tense, but in this climate, it's hard not to have much determined by what's going on politically. However, there is never an excuse for the kind of inhuman garbage that you will find in this book and I am still salty you can't rate the book lower than one. Trigger? How about an idiot's warning. ... More... More More trigger
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